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Reopening Hope: Part II
Isaiah 40- 66
Leader Guide

Understanding Isaiah
The man, Isaiah, whose name means ‘Yahweh is salvation’ was the ‘Son of Amoz’. He was
married and had at least two children. (7:3 Shear-jashub ‘a remnant shall return’ 8:3 Mahershalal-hash-baz ‘˜The spoil speeds, the prey hastens’) He ministered during the reign of four
kings of Judah from about 740 BC to about 680 BC starting with the final year of King Uzziah’s
reign. He had a sincere heart for God and an extraordinary vision of God and mostly likely grew
up around the city of Jerusalem. Isaiah is an acceptable spokesman for God ready to declare
His truth no matter the consequences. Was he also a priest? Have you heard about his
miracles? (II Kings 20 and II Chronicles 32) Do you know about his obedience? (Isaiah 20:1-4)
Tradition holds that he dies by being sawed in two under the reign of King Manasseh. Most
scholars agree that the literary depth and breadth of this book is unmatched in form and
beauty. I find his writing breathtaking, unparalleled in expression and brilliant.
A ‘near’ and ‘far’ understanding of the message is necessary to understanding all of its
complexities. Some prophecies had a ‘near future’ fulfillment regarding the achievement of the
prophecy but also a ‘far future’ fulfillment in either the coming of the Messiah or His second
coming and the establishment of His Kingdom. Therefore some words from the Lord have an
immediate and specific context and satisfaction in the time and places of that day that are now
history to us. While some prophecies reveal a still distant reality that will surely complete the
words of the prophet and his promises in the coming of God’s Servant’s ultimate redemption
and restoration of the world.
For example, there are prophecies concerning Assyria which will take place during Isaiah’s
lifetime (Sennacherib against Jerusalem and Hezekiah’s interaction with Isaiah) but also of
Babylon which will be in the near future, which are now history to us. In addition, there are
prophecies of judgment on the still-yet future world system and nations as well as prophecies of
gracious blessings for these same nations. Difficulties are seen when some prophecies speak
about a future judgment (Babylon chapters 40-48) and some talk about the judgment as if it has
already taken place because of its certainty (Babylon chapters 13-14, 21). So is the prophecy on
say Egypt past, present (to Isaiah), future, or far future (to even us)? Understanding the context
of a passage, its literary genre, historical development, and the overall story of God will give
prudence in interpreting a passage’s original intent and application for today.
Much of the messages in Isaiah as well as all of the minor and major prophets reveal divine
Judgment and Hope. God’s wrathful judgment and discipline are a result of rebellious and
wicked people who refuse to repent and heed the consistent warnings of God’s commands and
prophets. They are a stiff-necked people filled with sinfulness and have forsaken the LORD.
They have not kept their side of the covenant. I think it is important to mention that judgment
can purify and awaken a person or people, or it can destroy and bring ruin and defeat. Yet,
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there is hope! Forgiveness and blessing awaits His people and any nation that returns back to
God. There is divine hope in a covenant-keeping God who is faithful to His promises by
providing a Messiah to rescue and restore the will and ways of God. Where we fall far short, His
Servant will establish, redeem and provide ultimate salvation.
In conclusion, here are a couple of things to consider to best understand the content of this
book. First, it is important to realize that the role of prophet is not just to foretell but to also
forth-tell. They are to say only the words of the Lord and live as an example to the people of
God. Second, know that the themes and circumstances described in this book will be repeated
throughout while increasing in greater development and details. This includes such topics as
New Jerusalem, final judgment, and the second coming of Jesus. Lastly, understand the Book
of Isaiah has two major divisions including chapters 1-39 and then chapters 40-66. The historical
chapters of 36-39 prepare the way to exile in Babylon with consolation promised in chapter 40.
In a way it mirrors the Old Covenant/Testament and its 39 books and the New Covenant/
Testament and its 27 books. Matching the Good News of the New Testament with similar
themes of consolation, salvation, grace, forgiveness, restoration, peace, hope, a new heaven
and earth, comfort, and glory fill this section. We too were in exile to sin before the coming of
our King Jesus. There is no greater Old Testament passage of our suffering Servant than the
one found in Isaiah 53. No prophet is quoted more than Isaiah with even Jesus Himself opening
the scroll to Isaiah 61 and reading His human job description. Just as history fulfilled the
immediate prophecies of this book, so the literal fulfillment of Jesus’ future rule and reign will
happen as Isaiah has proclaimed. May our faithful God who is the ‘Holy One of Israel’ complete
the work that He has begun and bring to glory those who trust in His unfailing love.
HOPE Reopened
Considering all the turmoil and tragedy of 2020 we NEED the true HOPE and promise of
Isaiah 40-66. It is so profound and exceptional that it actually overshadows and consumes the
news of today. Can you imagine a message so great and wonderful? This is a hope that not only
eclipses the paralyzing news of today but is also powerful enough to raise its followers to new
heights. This hope is rooted in the greatness of God and His gentle, successful and suffering
servant! He calls to you to come to a new earth and heaven. To begin a journey in relationship
with this incomparable and awesome God. Come and experience everlasting joy and praise the
LORD.

At Living Hope, we believe that we must be
connected relationally to grow spiritually.
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Purpose of Life Groups
We exist to reach the world for Jesus, one person at a time. We feel that is best done in small, relational
environments where biblical disciples can be made. Life Groups are the primary vehicle by which we carry
out the vision and mission of Living Hope Community Church. We will be a church that makes disciples,
who make disciples of Jesus.
Vision: The vision of our Life Groups is to provide a spiritual community where groups of people are
transformed into the image of Christ, growing in their understanding of God’s story, and living it out in the
context of loving accountability and expected reproduction.
We believe that a definition of a disciple is found in Matthew 4:19: And Jesus said to them, “Follow me, and
I will make you fishers of men.” Here is how we define disciple: (1) A disciple knows and follows Christ; (2)
a disciple is being changed by Christ; and (3) a disciple is committed to the mission of Christ.
I Thessalonians 2

So, being affectionately desirous of you, we were
ready to share with you not only the gospel of God
but also our own selves, because you had become
very dear to us.
Galatians 5:22-23

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control. Against such things
there is no law.
Matthew 22:37-40

Jesus replied: “‘Love the Lord your God with all
your heart and with all your soul and with all your
mind’. This is the first and greatest commandment.
And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as
yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on
these two commandments”.
John 15:4-5

Remain in Me, as I also remain in you. No branch
can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine.
Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in Me.
“I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain
in Me and I in you, you will bear much fruit; apart
from Me you can do nothing.”

We believe that we cannot grow spiritually
if we are not connected relationally
Matthew 28:18-20

Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in
heaven and on earth has been given to Me.
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to
obey everything I have commanded you. And
surely I am with you always, to the very end of the
age”.
Acts 2:42-47

And they devoted themselves to the apostles'
teaching and the fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and the prayers. And awe came upon every
soul, and many wonders and signs were being
done through the apostles. And all who believed
were together and had all things in common. And
they were selling their possessions and belongings
and distributing the proceeds to all, as any had
need. And day by day, attending the temple
together and breaking bread in their homes, they
received their food with glad and generous
hearts, praising God and having favor with all the
people. And the Lord added to their number day
by day those who were being saved.
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Life Group Guidelines
SAFE GROUP: We will strive to create an environment where everyone can be real, open, and
honest with their struggles and victories.
CONFIDENTIALITY: What is said in the group stays in the group.
LISTEN: Let’s value one another during the discussions by really listening to what is being shared.
Try to avoid thinking about how you are going to respond, or what you are going to say next.
PAUSE: Allow a pause in conversation after someone shares. Give the person sharing the chance
to finish and the group the opportunity to consider what was just shared before responding.
SILENCE: It is important to allow silence in the group as it provides an opportunity for someone
to share and for members in the group to process the topic or questions being considered.
NO “CROSS TALK”: Be considerate of others as they are sharing. No side conversations.
NO FIXING: We are not here to fix each other. Jesus does that part. Give encouragement; speak
truth; and point to Jesus. Don’t try to solve or fix each other.
NO RESCUING: When people are sharing something deeply personal, there can be a tendency to
try to make them feel better about themselves or the situation by providing immediate
condolences. This will often cause them to stop sharing. Resist the temptation to rescue people.
SHARING: Be sensitive about the amount of time you share.
BE SELF-AWARE: Be self-aware of how you are personally affecting the environment through your
words, actions, and non-verbal communication.
USE “I” STATEMENTS: It’s easy to talk about the issues of others, but for our purposes, we want
you to put yourself on the table. Try to use “I” statements rather than “them”, “the church”,
“us”, “we”, etc.
CONFLICT: We will commit to resolve conflict biblically. When conflict or sin issues between
group members arise, we want to make sure that we are honoring God and each other in the way
we deal with these issues. The following are a few key Scriptures in this regard (there are many
others):

If someone sins against you — Matthew 18:15-20
Restoring someone in sin — Galatians 6:1-5
Forgive a sinner — Colossians 3:12-13
Reconciling differences — Matthew 5:23-26, Matthew 7:1-5
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MODEL A Life Group
Step 1: Welcome:
- Members, visitors, and new believers feel valued and welcomed...
- Starts the moment someone arrives and ends when everyone is gone.
Step 2: Opening Prayer:
- Invites God's Holy Spirit into our presence to prepare our hearts for what God has for us.
Step 3: Purpose/Vision Casting:
- Encourages relationships with God and relationships with others.
- Expresses the purpose of meeting together as a life group and challenges one another to grow
and multiply (Branching).
Step 4: Group Guidelines: (see page 5)
Step 5: Follow Up:

- How did last week’s discussion impact your week? or
- What did you take away from the sermon? or
- What are you thankful for?
Step 6: Setting the scene:

- Discuss the background to today’s passage and the target for today’s discussion.
Step 7: Tell the story:

- Read or Tell the passage. Rebuild the story: have the group recreate the passage together.
- Ask if anything was left out?
Step 8: Debrief the story:

- Ask Head (what the Word says), Heart (wrestle with what we believe), and then Hands
Questions (bring truth and belief into our everyday realities).

- Remember the ‘discussion idea’ to help you focus the direction of the discussion.
Step 9: Close in prayer:

- Share personal prayer requests and give everyone an opportunity to pray.
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4 Key Components to Making Disciples
1
BIBLICAL FOUNDATION FOR RELATIONSHIP
The Bible alone gives a clear and complete picture of what God wants done—
His mission—and how He wants it done—His methods. The purpose of the Church
is to make disciples of Jesus who can make disciples of Jesus. We do this with the
understanding that relationship is the key vehicle.

2
INTENTIONAL LEADER
An intentional leader understands that part of their role is to reach
the lost, make disciples of Jesus, and create Christ-centered
environments where disciple-making can happen. They understand
where a person is spiritually and what is needed to help them grow.

3
RELATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
This is a group facilitated by a leader who is intentionally modeling
spiritual fruit.They are doing life together with a kingdom mindset.
The relationships go beyond just the group time.These relationships press
into areas of privacy, transparency, and vulnerability.

4
REPRODUCIBLE DISCIPLE-MAKING PROCESS
This is the process for developing people toward Christ-likeness.
This includes three parts:
“My Part” the discipler; “Their Part” the disciple, and “God’s Part”.
Leaders understand the Stages of Spiritual Growth and can identify where a person
is spiritually and help them mature and grow at each stage.
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TIPS FOR ASKING QUESTIONS
GENERAL QUESTIONS: The following questions are examples that will help you have a base to
begin with and will give you ideas for developing your own questions. Be intentional to ask all
three types of questions (head, heart, hands) as you lead your discussion.

HEAD
OBSERVATION

What do you see God doing, saying, or showing about Himself?
Who are the people and what is going on with them?
What stands out to you in this passage?
What do you think the main point is?
What does this show us about ______?
You can fill in the blank with – God/man/_________?

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

What do you see about yourself?
Have you known anyone who is an example of this?
What has it looked like when you have or have not known/believed/lived this in your
life?
What questions does this raise for you?

HANDS

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs
into everyday realities.

What is one way you can apply this to your life this week?
What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage
and our discussion?
How can you use this to disciple others?
How does this impact you? Your relationship with ___________?
(Fill in with: family, fellow believers, work-place or community.)
FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS:
Asking a question after hearing someone’s
response helps people process and gives
everyone better understanding. Follow up
questions come from a heart of being
interested, curious, and seeking to understand
and draw out. They are not intended to grill or
corner people.
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HEART

INTERPRETATION

(Or the topic of discussion such as worship)

What has brought you to that
understanding?
What would be an example?
Explain a little more.
What might be another way to look at it?
How does __________ affect ____________?
What does i t mean?
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Week 1: July 19, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control;
against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• Take time to share when you first heard about Jesus.

• Finish this sentence: People might be surprised to find out that I _______?

• Who is your number one advisor in life and why?
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Week 1: July 19, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope
WEEK 1: The Greatness of God: Part II
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 40
Please read Isaiah 40 together slowly.

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s terms,
structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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Week 1: July 19, 2020
What do you know about the Book of Isaiah? About the prophet Isaiah?
Read this short summary of the Book from Got Questions at: https://www.gotquestions.org/Bookof-Isaiah.html
Watch this video from the Bible Project to learn more: https://bibleproject.com/explore/isaiah/
What do you learn about God from this passage?
What do you learn about man from this passage?
Why is Isaiah told to share a message of ‘comfort?’ What has Judah recently gone through?
Who in the New Testament is a fulfillment of verse 3?
How are people like the grass? What is not like the grass?
What comfort do you get from verses 9-11? How is God like a shepherd?
What five impossible things are simple for the Lord in verse 12?
What else shows the greatness of our God from these verses?
What happens when we ‘wait upon the LORD?’
What do the vast heavens and stars teach us about God? What is God’s role and activity in the cosmos?

OBSERVATION

HEAD

These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.

HEART

• Does the transcendence and the almighty power of God instill in you fear, wonder, or hope?
• When you think of God’s greatness what comes to your mind?
• Why do we set up idols that pale in comparison to God? How far short do our creations fall in
comparison to our Creator? What are their limitations?

• How would you describe God to a child or friend?
• If God is so grand and glorious why does He pay any mind to man?
• What are some funny and embarrassing things we do as humans in light of who God is? What actions
or thoughts do you need to change to align your life to a Biblical understanding of God?

• What are the implications of God never getting tired? Of being everlasting? Of being inexhaustible?
• Do you ever find yourself giving God counsel or advice? Are your prayers for directing God or allowing
•

him to direct and transform you?
What are you waiting on God for? Are you growing weary or are you renewed? What needs to change
in your heart?

INTERPRETATION

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

• Think of a metaphor or simile describing the greatness of God. Think of one using things that you are
currently seeing to describe any attribute of God in praise.
• Yet, our God is beyond comprehension, understanding, and comparison. He is inexhaustible and selfexistent, full of justice and righteousness. Praise God for his self-revelation found in His Word.
• Take time to study and learn about the universe. What facts amaze you? What pictures blow your mind?
How does creation point to a loving benevolent Creator?
• Pick a book or resource describing the attributes of God. (A.W. Tozer, The Knowledge of the Holy or
https://www.blueletterbible.org/faq/attributes.cfm) Let correct thoughts of God enlarge your faith in Him.
• What is the danger of understanding God as needing something? What is the benefit of understanding
God as wanting a relationship with us?
• Do you not know? Have you not heard? Which one of these verses should you commit to memory?
• How can you use this passage to make disciples?
• What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and our discussion?
• Comfort someone this week with how God has revealed himself to you as Almighty.
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These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.
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Week 1: July 19, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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Week 1: July 19, 2020
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BEFORE 2:
GROUP
YOUR ROLE:
Week
JulySTARTS26, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control;
against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• What are you thankful for today? How did last time’s discussion impact your week? Where did you
step out in obedience this past week? What did you take away from the sermon?\

• Finish this sentence: One of my biggest pet peeves is _______.

• If you suddenly lost your eyesight, what would be the thing you missed seeing the most?
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Week 2: July 26, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope: Part II
WEEK 2: The Gentle Servant
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 42

Please read Isaiah 42 together slowly.

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s terms,
structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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Week 2: July 26, 2020
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What stood out to you from this verses? What didn’t make sense?
What do we learn about God from this passage? What do we learn about man?
Who is the servant in these verses? What is the servant’s responsibilities?
What is the servant’s character?
What is the servant’s name?
What is the old song that was sung?
What are the qualities of the new song?
Where do you see personification of God in these verses?
What are the actions of the Lord in verses 14-17?
The ‘true servant’ of earlier in this chapter (vs. 1-9) seems to change to who in verse 18? (and
41:8-9) What is their response in the verses to follow?
• Who was ultimately behind Israel’s captivity? (vs. 24)
• How did God magnify His law and make it glorious? (vs. 21)

OBSERVATION

HEAD

These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

•
•
•
•
•

experience a captivity to an evil nation like Babylon because of disobedience and
faithlessness? When has discipline served you well? When have difficult consequences turned
your heart to God? Explain.
How is Jesus the ‘true Israel’ and ‘Servant’ of God?
How has God been working in you, through you, and around you recently? What is your NEW
song? Why is that important?
Could someone describe you or our church as ‘not breaking a bruised reed’ or ‘quenching a
faintly burning wick?’ What impression does that give you?
How was Israel a ‘light to the nations?’ (vs. 6) How can you let your light and life shine during
this tumultuous and uncertain season in our nation and world?
Does personification help you to understand God better? Jesus is the image of the invisible
God, the church is the Body of Christ, and we as individuals are made in His image. What are
the implications of all of this?

INTERPRETATION

HEART

• Can you imagine how difficult it must have been to have been God’s chosen people and yet

• Read 41:10-14 & 43:1-5 What stands out to you about combating fear? Share your steps to
minimizing fear when it rises up in you. What do you do? believe? pray? trust? What steps of
obedience is the Spirit prompting you from Sunday’s message?
• What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and our
discussion?
• How can you use this passage to disciple someone? Who will you be sharing it with?
• Read Matthew 12:15-21 and think through how Matthew used these verses in the beginning of
this chapter to point to our Messiah. Bring justice and hope to the nations!
• Write out or sing a new song to the Lord! Worship and praise Him no matter your
circumstances. He alone is worthy.
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HANDS

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.
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Week 2: July 26, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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Week 3: aug 2, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control;
against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• What are you thankful for today? How did last time’s discussion impact your week? Where did you step out
in obedience this past week? What did you take away from the sermon?

• What is the most daring thing you have ever done? What made it so daring?

• You have one minute to speak to the entire nation on national television. What one or two key things would
you like to tell them?
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Week 3: aug 2, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope: Part II
WEEK 3: The Successful Servant
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 49

Please read Isaiah 49 together slowly. This is the second of four Servant Songs found in the
Book of Isaiah describing the Messiah. (42:1-9, 50:4-11, 52:13-53:12)

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s terms,
structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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Week 3: aug 2, 2020

HEAD

• What do we learn about Jesus from this passage? What do we learn about man?
• How is the Servant described in these verses? (vs. 1-13)
• Where else in Scripture do we see God calling people before their birth? (ex. Jer. 1:5, Gen.
•
•
•
•
•

25:23, Matt. 1:21)
What are some possible interpretations of verse 2 and the meaning of a ‘sharp sword’,
‘polished arrow’ and ‘hiding?’ (cf. 11:4, 55:11, Gal. 4:4-5, Heb. 4:12, Eph. 6:11, 16)
What is the mission of the Messiah in verse 5 and 6a? What do you notice about his mission in
verse 6a?
In verse 7a how does the mistreatment of the Servant find fulfillment in Jesus’ life and death?
In the second half of verse 7 we see former oppressors and foreign rulers bowing a knee to
the Holy One of Israel. What reason is given in that portion of the verse and those following?
How is Israel a prophetic-nation? What hope in verses 9-13 stands out to you?

OBSERVATION

These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

•
•
•
•
•
•

some people see only Jesus’ first advent in these verses? Why do you think some view this in
the second coming of Jesus? Could it be a mixture?
Describe our ‘day of salvation’ past, present, and future. Share some of our marvelous hope.
How is the this servant similar as well as greater than Moses, Joshua, and Aaron?
Are you able to clearly define and defend your hope? Can you prove it with Scripture?
When you think about Jesus how can you highlight Him as a servant in your mind?
Would others consider you a servant? How have you practically taken the humble position
and considered others better than yourself? How can you grow in this?
Are you understanding the major moves of Isaiah? Do you see a noticeable difference starting
in verse 40? Do you understand the context that Isaiah is writing and background of Israel?
(Consider looking into a Bible Dictionary or Bible background resource to grow in
understanding.)

INTERPRETATION

HEART

• Why do you think some people see verses 1-13 as fulfilled in Israel only? Why do you think

• How great will the Kingdom of God be?! I can’t wait! Just as God has literally fulfilled the other
promises to Isaiah so He too will fill the earth with the knowledge of the Lord! Praise Him for
this. Seek first His Kingdom and His righteousness. How can you build His kingdom today?
• How can you see freedom and compassion grow in your community? Is there a need that you
can meet in your neighborhood or community?
• How can you use this passage to disciple someone?
• What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and our
discussion?
• Pray together for revival in the church! May we be filled with hope, humility, and honesty.
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APPLICATION

HANDS

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.

JULY 19- AUG 30, 2020

Week 3: aug 2, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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Week 4: aug 9, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control;
against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• How did last time’s discussion impact your week? Where did you step out in obedience this past week? What
did you take away from the sermon?

• What’s the story behind the longest time you’ve gone without sleep?

• What do you miss most about childhood?
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Week 4: aug 9, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope: Part II
WEEK 4: The Suffering Servant
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 53

Please read Isaiah 52:13- 53:12 together slowly.

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s terms,
structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.
• What stands out to you from these verses? What questions do you have?
• What do we learn about God from this passage? What do we learn about man?
• What does it mean to be ‘high and lifted up?’
• What will happen to the Servant’s appearance?
• How will the Servant be treated? What will be the people’s reaction? Explain.
• What does the Servant carry? Explain. Why is He pierced, crushed, and wounded?
• What animal are we compared to? Why is that?
• What animal is the Servant compared to? Why is that?
• Describe the details of the Servant’s grave.
• Who is ultimately behind the Servant’s death? Explain.
• Do you see hope and resurrection in verse 10-11? Explain.

OBSERVATION

HEAD

Week 4: aug 9, 2020

HEART

• Where else in Scripture do we see an atoning sacrifice? (ex. Gen. 22)
• Why do you think some people wear a cross? Is that a good idea?
• Do you think God treats you fairly? Do you think God treated Jesus fairly? Is there any
•
•
•
•
•

connection between these two thoughts?
What does suffering have to do with being a servant?
Share a time when you have suffered or been persecuted for your faith. What lesson(s)
did you take from those moments or seasons?
Is suffering for Christ unavoidable? Explain
Consider all that Jesus bore and accomplished for you. Does that make you love Him
more? What are some results in your heart?
How can you be on mission like Jesus?

INTERPRETATION

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

• Take a few minutes to either read or rehearse the crucifixion of Jesus. Talk about the
details. He did that for YOU! Thank HIM!
• What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and
our discussion?
• How can sharing the ‘sacrifice’ of Jesus with a spiritual seeker be done with hope,
participation, engagement, and love?
• What verse or phrase can you memorize or meditate on this week?
• Don’t miss the amazing grace for you because of the marvelous sacrifice of Jesus. His
death for your sins and salvation. Trust HIM. Love like Jesus.
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APPLICATION

HANDS

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.
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Week 4: aug 9, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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Week 5: aug 16, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the Spirit
is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control;
against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• What are you thankful for today? How did last time’s discussion impact your week? Where did you step out
in obedience this past week? What did you take away from the sermon?

• If you could go to college now or again, what would you study?

• If given a choice, how would you choose to die? How do you NOT want to die?
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Week 5: aug 16, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope: Part II
WEEK 5: Come! You Are Welcomed Here
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 55

Please read Isaiah 55 together slowly.

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s terms,
structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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Week 5: aug 16, 2020
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you learn about God from this passage? What do you learn about man?
What is the ‘call’ of verses 1-2? Is it appealing and hopeful?
What is the blessing found in verse 3?
What event in the life of Jesus does Paul connect verse 3 with in Acts 13:34? Why is
that significant and connected with II Samuel 7:13, 16?
What is the meaning of the word, ‘Behold’ in verses 4 and 5? Who will be the leader
and commander?
Who does the LORD have compassion on?
What doesn’t return empty to the earth? What doesn’t return empty to the Lord?
What parts of creation does Isaiah give personification to in verses 12-13? What is the
significance?

OBSERVATION

HEAD

These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.

HEART

• How do verses 6-7 describe salvation in the Old Testament? Is it the same as today?
• In what manner and means have God’s thoughts and ways not been like yours? How is
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

salvation a radical shift from what some people may be inclined to naturally think or
do?
Share your thoughts and feelings on being ‘abundantly pardoned’.
Who do you need to abundantly pardon? Unlike God, we need to constantly and
consistently forgive because of our unredeemed flesh. Share a time when you
received an incredible amount of undeserved mercy and grace?
How has the Word of God brought life and purpose to you?
What truth or promise from God are you trusting Him for today?
What do a cypress and myrtle look like? How do they compare to thorns and briars?
How does creation give you hope? What does it real to you about God?
What do you need to repent of? Confess your sins and receive His forgiveness!

INTERPRETATION

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

• What new thing is God birthing in you through this season? How is it destroying your
illusion that you are in control? Are you surrendering to Him and His will?
• Who can you share this passage with this week?
• What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and
our discussion?
• Write down the ways that God is glorifying you. Note the ways He is saving you,
transforming your emotions, molding your heart, and redeeming your thoughts and
actions.
• Abide in the Word throughout your day! Meditate and Memorize it! He is life and
wants to be your source of life in every moment of every day. Your life is Jesus!
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APPLICATION

HANDS

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.
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Week 5: aug 16, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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Week 6: aug 23, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the
Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, selfcontrol; against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• What are you thankful for today? How did last time’s discussion impact your week? Where did you step out
in obedience this past week? What did you take away from the sermon?

• Finish this sentence: I was (or would have been) voted “most likely to” _______ in high school. Explain.

• Finish this sentence: As a time traveler, I would most like to visit _______ because _______.
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Week 6: aug 23, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope: Part II
WEEK 6: Come! Experience Everlasting Joy
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 61

Please read Isaiah 61 together slowly.

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s terms,
structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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Week 6: aug 23, 2020

HEART

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.
• God doesn’t change but He is all about change! Where do you see change in this passage? What

changes has He made in your life?
• What does it mean to be priests of the LORD? What did it mean to be Levites? What did it mean to
be descendants of Aaron? How can you fulfill this role and responsibility today?
• Which picture of joy do you most resonate with, a wedding banquet or a beautiful garden? Explain.
• Do you understand what it means to have the Spirit of the Lord in you? Share how you can walk in
the Spirit and how someone can grieve the Spirit.

OBSERVATION

• Who is the speaker of verses 1-4? (Read Luke 4:18-21. Who is the fulfillment of these verses?)
• Where do you see the Trinity in verse 1?
• What does it mean to be ‘anointed?’ Where in the Bible do we see this? What title for Jesus
means that?
• List the 8 plus things that are the mission of this individual.
• List the 5 plus blessings found in verses 5-8. Who is this in reference to?
• How does verse 7 compare and contrast to 40:2?
• What pictures are painted in verse 3? What is the purpose?
• What does it mean to be ‘clothed’ and ‘covered’ in verse 10?
• What is the heart of God in verses 8-11?

INTERPRETATION

HEAD

These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.

• What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and our discussion?
• Take time to praise the Lord for his righteousness, perfections, and everlasting joy.
• How can your group serve and share the love of Jesus with an unsuspecting family before the end
of this Summer?
• What new thing is God birthing in you through this season? How is it destroying your illusion that
you are in control? Are you surrendering to Him and His will?
• Don’t let Satan or our culture or even those in the church bring shame and dishonor upon you.
Identify with Jesus and allow His truth to establish your identity in Him. Take time this week to
encourage someone with the words or promises of Jesus! Build up someone today!
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APPLICATION

HANDS

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.
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Week 6: aug 23, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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Week 7: aug 30, 2020
BEFORE GROUP STARTS — YOUR ROLE:
Read through the curriculum and discussion passages. Be aware of what God is showing
you personally. Pray for your group members. What do you see God doing in each of
them? What is God’s part and what is your part as you walk with them? Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of your law.
WELCOME: (Share a meal, snack, ice-breaker, game or story)
OPEN IN PRAYER
VISION CAST:
Help everyone grow in their relationship with God and others. Remind everyone that
spiritual maturity is growing into the image of Jesus and bearing the fruit of the Spirit.
Encourage everyone to grow in community, to reach out to one another and others
through service and the daily rhythms of life. Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the
Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, selfcontrol; against such things there is no law.
LIFE GROUP GUIDELINES:
You don’t need to read this every week but initially, when someone new comes, and
when the series or topic changes is a good time to reorient yourselves to the guidelines.
This helps set the tone for the group and helps everyone have clear expectations for
each other.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
FOLLOW UP & WARM UP:
• What are you thankful for today? How did last time’s discussion impact your week? Where did you step out
in obedience this past week? What did you take away from the sermon?

• Finish this sentence: Next year looks better to me because _______.

• Finish this sentence: I wish before I got married someone had told me _______.
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Week 7: aug 30, 2020
SERIES THEME: Reopening Hope: Part II
WEEK 6: Come! Praise the LORD!
TELL THE STORY: Isaiah 66

Please read Isaiah 66 together slowly.

DEBRIEF THE STORY: Try and retell the main movements of the chapter together by memory.
Spend time explaining the passage again in your own words. (The meaning of the author’s
terms, structure, literary form, and atmosphere.)
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Week 6: nov 10, 2019

Week 7: aug 30, 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What stands out to you from this passage? What makes you wonder or question?
How is this a fitting conclusion to the entire book?
Summarize this chapter in one sentence. One word? One example?
What do verses 1 and 2 teach us about God? What do verses 3 and 4 teach us about man?
What are God’s thoughts towards those that are just exhibiting external fruit and not heart
change? Does He value their sacrifice and actions? Explain.
The joy of Jerusalem and Israel is compared to the birth of a son in verses 7-11. What is the
meaning of this comparison and what is highlighted?
When the Messiah returns there will be joy but also judgment. What is said in regards to
judgment in verses 14-18?
Who will tell and who will hear about the glory of God in verses 19-21?
What is the message of the final verses of this book?

OBSERVATION

HEAD

These questions help us to examine what the Word shows.

HEART

• How have you followed His Word over the past seven weeks? How have you been humble
•
•
•
•

and contrite?
Where have you been just doing religion and not developing a relationship with God? Share
how you avoid just external or a ritualistic christianity in place of a heart transformed and
serve motived by love.
Would you describe life as quick or slow? Would you describe God’s actions as speedy or
prolonged? Explain.
Where do you see the prophecies of New Testament and specifically Revelation in this final
chapter of Isaiah? Describe the new heaven and earth.
How does ‘everlasting torment’ for those against God propel you to live and love them for
their repentance?

INTERPRETATION

These questions help us wrestle with what we believe.

These questions help us bring truth and beliefs into everyday realities.
•
•
•
•
•
•

the nations!! (verse 19) How can your group proclaim the love of God?
Do you long for the reopening of Jerusalem? How is this hope shaping/ reshaping your life?
What are you challenged to think/believe/do differently because of this passage and our
discussion?
Share how you can sanctify and purify yourself in right manner (unlike verse 17)? This cannot
be done without a consistent Bible reading plan. Take time now to think through how you
will draw close to Jesus this Fall.
What is one of your biggest take aways from the Book of Isaiah?
What is one of your favorite passages from the Book of Isaiah? Explain why.
Summarize a truth that you don’t want to forget from Isaiah. Relate this truth to 2020 and this
wild year. Don’t measure His love through your circumstances, instead measure your
circumstances through His love.
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APPLICATION

HANDS

• Let the world know! Tell them about Jesus and the day of salvation! Declare His glory among

JULY 19- AUG 30, 2020

Week 7: aug 30, 2020
Close in Prayer
Bring to God the ideas and topics that you raised in the above questions. Listen to the Spirit as you pray.

Name

Praise/Request
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